New Features: Instrument Library and Track Assignment in Liquid Notes
Freely assign instruments to different MIDI tracks in the arrangement and save them. Work
standalone without the need to connect to your sequencer.
Vienna, Austria - December 11, 2012 (at 1:00pm) - Liquid Notes, the intelligent composing
assistant, has added yet another feature: its own library of instruments and a track assignment editor.
The library includes a satisfying amount of basic instruments, ranging from percussion to bass, leads,
pads, mallets, classical instruments, and a variety of other sounds.
This addition comes in very handy when composing without the ability or desire to connect to a
sequencer. Work in complete independence from sequencers.
Purpose and advantages of the instrument library:
● You are on the go and need to quickly improve your composition/production with Liquid Notes.
● You don't use sequencers but you still want to work on music.
● You are not able to connect to your hard drive which contains your sequencer's sound and
instrument library.
● You don't have the time or desire to open your sequencer to work on your composition.
Liquid Notes integrates unique algorithms ("music intelligence") that comprise the essentials of the
theory of harmony: chords, scales/melody, and harmonic movement. These algorithms assist a user
during the entire music production workflow: from finding the basic chord progressions to applying
complex multi-track alterations to a piece with, say, 10+ instruments with a few fingertips.

The manipulation of the overall aspects of compositions and arrangements (e.g., for accompaniments,
melody creation, song form, etc.) will become a reality in Liquid Notes 2.0, due in the second half of
2013.
Liquid Notes is a new, original idea. It combines three important elements in one product:
● AI algorithms replicating human perception for harmony analysis, reharmonization, and melody
●
●

creation/improvisation.
An intuitive and simple graphical interface translating even complex harmonic structure into easily
manageable building blocks.
Educational qualities to explore harmony and melody, and to extend one’s knowledge.

Video & Screenshots
Watch a video to see the instrument assignment feature in action: http://youtu.be/b6HSl3oiXEE
Find screenshots of Liquid Notes on our website - Screenshots of Liquid Notes.
About Re-Compose
Re-Compose develops methods and technologies for digital music production and an optimal
experience of music, making music fully interactive. This leads to the development of intelligent tools
for music composers and producers that help them get new and complex musical ideas (i.e. melodies,
chords and harmony, accompaniments, etc.), deliver these ideas fast, and optimize the impact of
music.
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